TX# - 64x16 Modular Multiviewer - Extra Router Outputs

Based on the T# Design - Modular, Mix & Match Input Boards, Full Range of Multiviewer Features, 4RU

- Up to 64 inputs, 64 outputs - 16 are multiviewers outputs
- Up to four output cards equipped with 16 high density BNC each
- Each output card has four multiviewer outputs and twelve router outputs
- Each multiviewer output is fully independent from the others and can display up to 64 windows
- Any input can be sent to any multiviewer window or router output
- Up to 6 different (and configurable) window sizes can be displayed simultaneously on each output
- All the various T# input card models are also available for the TX#
- The TX# multiviewer outputs have the same capabilities as the T# multiviewer outputs including:
  - UMDs - Static and dynamic (TSL), Tallies - GPI and TSL, audio meters, markers, alarms, clocks, logos, etc.

SEE MONITOR UNDER THIS SIGN:
Get the control panel in front of the TX# to select multiviewer outputs to the monitor.

The last selection is a combined view of the 16 TX# multiviewer outputs using a Mx16 multiviewer.
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